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Outline

Present 3 events to illustrate
• Various regions near the polar cusp along Cluster 

trajectories in high altitude polar passes.
• Zoo of VLF waves in these regions.
• Examples of whistler waves associated with ~100 eV 

electron beams in closed boundary layer.
• Summary and comparison with previous observations.
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Waves observed:

In the cusp : 

Broadband magnetic noise, at a few Hz to several hundred Hz, 
always<fce.                                       
Broadband electrostatic emission.

In the high latitude magnetosheath near the cusp: 
Broadband magnetic noise, at a few Hz to several hundred Hz, 
always<fce.                                       
Broadband electrostatic emission.

Lion roars.

In the closed boundary layer:

Narrowband whistler wavesassociated with the electron beams of ~100 
eV. 

Narrow band electrostatic emissions.
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Examples of Whistler waves associated with electron beams

Interval1: 3/16/2001 1840-1843 UT

f~280 Hz, B~30nT, N~0.8

cB/E~42,  Vphi~0.023c,  Te~132 eV
(Estimated index of refraction

n=[f2/f(f cecos0-f)]1/2 ~ 20)

Interval2: 3/17/2001 0855-0858 UT

f~200 Hz, B~20nT, N~0.5

cB/E~64,  Vphi~0.02c,  Te~100 eV
(Estimated index of refraction   n~23)

Interval2: 3/17/2001 0910-0915 UT
f~100 Hz, B~20nT, N~0.4

cB/E~94,  Vphi~0.01c,  Te~25 eV
(Estimated index of refraction   n~25)

Previous observations of Whistler 
in Polar Cap Boundary Layer 
(Tsurutani et al.,1998):

At r~6-7 RE,,f<fce, 
Vphi ~0.01c

Te ~ 100 eV









Summary

(1) Broadband magnetic noiseat a few Hz to several hundred Hz, always<fce, 
are observed in the cuspandin the high latitude magnetosheath near the 
cusp. Most likely to be whistler mode waves.

It is similar to “ULF-ELF magnetic noise” of the cusp in Hawkeye
observations [Gurnett and Frank, 1978], which was suggested as uniquely
associated with the cusp.

(2) Broadband electrostatic emissionat several Hz to above several kHz, with 
maximum intensity below 100 Hz, occur in the cusp and in the 
magnetosheath.

(3) Narrowband whistler wavesslightly below fce occur in the closed 
boundary layer. These waves are associated with the electron beams of 
~100 eV. These waves are similar to the whistler waves observed at 
night-side Polar Cap Boundary Layer [Tsurutani et al., 1998]. 



(4) Narrow band electrostatic emissionsat slightly above fce mostly seen in 
the closed boundary layer. 

Gurnett and Frank (1978) observed similar waves occurring in the cusp 
and extended to the magnetosphere and polar cap region. (electron 
cyclotron waves)

Menietti et al., (2002) Polar observations: generated by low energy electron 
beams (< 1keV).

(5) “Lion roars” are also observed in the high latitude magnetosheathin the 
dips of mirror mode waves (Maksimovic et al., 2001).

These waves are commonly observed in high altitude polar passes of Cluster 
spacecraft. Observations of these waves may serve as indicators of various 
regions in the vicinity of the cusp.


